
 



 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 



FARGO FANTASTIC FILM FESTIVAL 17 SCHEDULE! 
** Denotes mature content 

THURSDAY, SEPT. 26 
EVENING SESSION 
6:30 PM Songbird *BEST FANTASY AWARD!  

Shy  singer  Jennifer  thinks  her  dreams  are  coming  true  when  a  music  producer  approaches  her  
at  an  open  mic  night.  But  her  hopes  are  dashed  after  an  encounter  with  a  mysterious  old  
woman  leaves  Jennifer  without  a  voice 
 

Once Bitten...  Martha needs the toilet fixed in her hotel bathroom but there's one problem: 
her plumber may be a vampire. 
 

** La Llorona  After a harsh breakup, Pranay decides to ease the pain with alcohol. Little did he 
knows his life was about to change when he encounters a young undead bride looking for revenge.  
 

Quiver  Suzanne’s grief transcends the boundaries of the natural world and arouses a primordial 
being. She courts this ghost, using intellect and desire to forge a union between them.  
 

NOM   An old cyclist sets off on a last journey with an uncertain end... 
 

Patterns Henry's little problem goes from bad to terrifying when he goes for an experimental 
medical treatment.  
 

Toasted An intoxicated bottle of bourbon, fearful of being recycled, relies on the ingenuity of his 
household appliance friends to devise an escape plan.   
 

** Bloody Late Shift On a busy night shift treating rude people and dodging bodily fluids, a weary 
Emergency Room doctor is caught off-guard when she meets a polite and respectful patient for a 
change.  
 

** BYE BYE BABY A young woman is about to spend a quiet night at home with the only company 
of a movie. After a friend’s call, everything seems to go wrong.  
 

** The Essence Of Everything Gea and Lucius meet on a dating app, only she is Life and he is Death.  
 
 
9:00 PM ** FILTH Bloodied, bruised and left for dead a man will stop at nothing to exact gruesome 

revenge on those who wronged him 
 

** Unholy 'Mole  A selfish man sells the soul of his unborn child to Satan in exchange for 
forcing his wife to make guacamole for him. Things go wrong... 
 

** Chinatown - The Three Shelters *BEST ACTION AWARD!  
Cleo, a Greek-Chinese girl, brought up with love and light in the hills of Cyprus, finds out on her 18th 
birthday that her long-deceased father was murdered by the Chinese mafia. She swears to take revenge.  



DAY SESSION 
FRIDAY, SEPT. 27 
12 NOON Kiss the Devil in the Dark Desperate to save his dying wife, the sorcerer Marcus (Dameon Clarke) 

makes a dark bargain with the demon Dagon (Doug Jones) to save her soul.  
 

The collector Rare things happen in Juan's new job, he does not know how hard are the consequences 
of disobeying his boss can be. 
 

The Summoned  Paris, 1920. Four veterans of the Great War painfully try to recover from this 
dreadful experience. But for them, the horror is only beginning. 
 

Keep The Gaslight Burning Mrs. Maxwell has a problem. She killed her abusive husband, but he 
won’t stay dead.  
 

Home in Time  Kate and Felix get a surprise visitor for Christmas - an older, drunken Felix, from 
2044. He's come back to visit his young family, when things were good. Before everything went to shizz. 

 
2:00 PM The Demon Of The Water Kanu and Kurtz are two sides of the same coin. The Water Demon tells a 

nightmare about the power of a migrant during his terrible crossing of the Mediterranean.  
 

  Let Me Play No Description! 
 

 Mise En Abyme  An eccentric and aristocrat gentleman devotes most of his time to a bizarre 
activity, hunting the rarest butterflies.  

 

Things Were Better Before Tankus the Henge and Trukitrek Puppet Company have dreamt up an 
animation that is both beautiful in it's design and poignant in its message dealing as it does with 
environmental issues, specifically the death of our oceans. The film was made entirely using found or 
recycled materials.  
 

Pizza Time *BEST COMEDY AWARD!  
A legendary pizza delivery driver goes to the right place at the wrong time when he stumbles into the 
scene of a hitman's contract killing. 
 

Pinki  *ROGER & JULIE CORMAN AWARD FOR INTREPID FILMMAKING!  
In a back street, a scrap monster makes a sudden lunge at a man. A pink-haired girl helps him, and their 
future is down to whether he remembers her or not. 
 

Last Tree Standing *HONORABLE MENTION BEST FILM!  
In a bleak world of dystopia, Last Tree Standing tells the tale of a young girl named Lexie, who befriends 
a peculiar being - half- man, half-tree.        
  

Once Bitten...  Martha needs the toilet fixed in her hotel bathroom but there's one problem: 
her plumber may be a vampire. 
 

Patterns Henry's little problem goes from bad to terrifying when he goes for an experimental 
medical treatment.  
 
 

4:00 PM No One Will Ever Believe You It’s Halloween and Lucy wants to give a good scare to her sister by 
dressing up as a monster. But she might not be the only creature lurking in the teenager’s room… 

 

** NIMMERLANDVE       - A CLOWN'S TALE   Two rebellious clown doctors bring moments of 
joy and happiness to the terminally ill inhabitants of a hospice for children.  
 

  ** Stranger When various swimmers and people in water disappear, an investigation takes place… 
 
 
 
 
 



EVENING SESSION 
6:30 PM ** Replicant Mind  While injecting a mind back to their patient, a doctor and her assistant 

realize it has been duplicated. Now they must determine which copy has to be eliminated: the human or 
the computed duplicate.  

 

** GOTAS (DROPS)  Marta is a teenager whose parents died two years ago. One night, while alone at 
home, she will discover the truth about the pain that is tormenting her. 
 

** She Must Vanish Residents in a seaside town succumb to the malevolence of a witch, who sets a 
fury in motion. 
 

 ** The Tangle In the near future, the Tangle connects the world. A secret government agency watches 
over the Tangle from within technology safe rooms, locations impermeable to the nanobots that make 
up the Tangle. When field agent Margot Foster is murdered in one of these rooms, it’s the first murder 
in California in three years.   

 

9:00 PM  ** Creep Cop Two underage girls get busted for drinking. But when a routine arrest takes a sinister 
turn, both girls must use their wits to survive their encounter with the CREEP COP.  

 

** 2050  *BEST SCI-FI AWARD!  
A family man struggling to hold it all together discovers a parlor that offers a solution...sexbots. 

 
SATURDAY, SEPT. 28 

10:00 AM KIDS FFFF SELECTIONS! FREE ADMISSION!! 
 

Balance  A boy and girl fight for painting space...  
C O L O R An enchanting escapade through the color wheel using imaginative imagery and of 
course, color! 
Everything Must Go! Conspiracy theorist and alien hunter Ian ends a day of fruitless searching with 
the discovery of a lifetime--a garage sale at the mysterious Area 51.  
Keyto's Secret Life  See what Keyto the dog does when is owner is away 
iTalk  A group of kids discovers how colorful and fun their world becomes when they actually 
spend time together. 
Discoveries: Awakening A  film that encapsulates beauty, motion, and life that constantly 
surrounds one's life but it is that you must become expose/awakened to this reality in order to live a 
more fulfilling life. 
Gameboy Jason must talk his video game obsessed brother out of running away from home, by 
showing him the futility of his position.  
Out of the Shadows  Where there is light, there will be shadows. A group of young animators explore 
their relationships with their shadow side.  
Serpendipity  Gordon does not want to freeze during his dinner date. Not only is Gordon 
nervous, but he has a secret- he has snakes for hair with a bad habit of turning people into stone.  
OCTET - a story for Igor Stravinsky 
Relational Aggression Short, animated, dialogue-free film created by a 13-year-old girl which is about 
relational aggression, loneliness and depression in teens and pre-teens.  
The Adventures of Wonderboy When the nefarious Dr. Black threatens the future of Nashville, it's up to 
Wonderboy to save the day. 
Tiffany  While packing away her deceased grandmother's affairs, Pauline discovers that one of 
their stained glass sculptures has come to life.  As the lights in the house go out and their memories 
together begin to dim, Pauline realizes there is joy in celebrating the legacy of those who have been lost. 
When I Find You A toy car and a puppet grew up with a girl together. Nowadays, she doesn't play 
with them anymore because she is addicted to play video games too much. The toy car and the puppet 
feel so sad about it so they run away from home. 

 
 
 



DAY SESSION 
11:30 AM About My Mother This is the offbeat story of a woman named Yumiko, a serious, yet apprehensive 

and honest single mother of a son and daughter, both in their twenties.  
AND SO HE OPEN HIS EYES A small swindler after an unsuccessful coincidence finds himself in the 
afterlife court as a defendant. The judge is a man, who he literally to death annoy during his lifetime. 
Capitán Kinesis  Sebastián is a retired superhero who lives alone and it's ages since he last used 
his superpowers, but an unexpected visit puts his world at risk and he will be forced to defend it. 
The Last Well  The Year is 2037, Europe is in shambles. Owner of the last well with natural 
clean water lives in Croatia. After one of his sales of clean drinking water ends in bloodbath, he becomes 
a substitute father and a husband. But when the well dries out, he makes one last "trade"... 
Critter  A hypnotic extraterrestrial critter establishes itself in the swimming pool of a family in 
crisis.  
Bathroom Troll  When a clique of mean girls bully Cassie for not “looking like a girl” in the school 
bathroom, they awaken a dangerous rage deep within her.  

 "La Guarida" (The Den) Mario is driving under the rain. Suddenly he has to stop. In the middle of the 
way there’s a woman. She is disorientated and covered in blood. She doesn’t remember where she’s 
been or what happened to her.  

 
1:30 PM  CRAS  Laura, Dario and Anita go to Monte Musinè for a last excursion together, before Laura 

moves permanently abroad.  
Giltrude's Dwelling Orphaned at the age of eleven, Giltrude, an interdimensional shut-in, has waited 
fifteen years for her parents to come home. Stars Kacey Rohl (Hannibal, The Magicians) and Liam 
Hughes (Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, The Flash)  
SEVEN DAYS CAGE Li Ran is an artificial intelligence scientist, who woke up one day - imprisoned in 
an unknown pink room with a TV set showing his suicide and various weird sculptures. 
The Wish & The Wisp Two bickering siblings learn the true value of friendship and the magic of 
believing, when they find a real wish and encounter the menacing creature who wants it back!  
 

3:00 PM  Straw, wood and brick.  We all know the story of the three little pigs ... Maybe now is the time 
for his revenge ... 
IN PRINCIPIO  In  the  wake  of  a  global  disaster  in  the  near  future,  a  man  wandering  a  
sick  and  inhospitable  land  in  search  of  his  family  arrives  in  a  small  town  in  northern  Italy,  
where  he  meets  a  mysterious  old  survivor  with  whom  he  begins  a  dialogue  that  leads  to  a  
disconcerting  awakening. 
Songbird *BEST FANTASY AWARD!  
Shy  singer  Jennifer  thinks  her  dreams  are  coming  true  when  a  music  producer  approaches  her  
at  an  open  mic  night.  But  her  hopes  are  dashed  after  an  encounter  with  a  mysterious  old  
woman  leaves  Jennifer  without  a  voice. 
** Bloody Late Shift On a busy night shift treating rude people and dodging bodily fluids, a weary 
Emergency Room doctor is caught off-guard when she meets a polite and respectful patient for a 
change.  
** BYE BYE BABY A young woman is about to spend a quiet night at home with the only company 
of a movie. After a friend’s call, everything seems to go wrong.  
Hear Hear  A one shot horror film about finding your voice. 
** Draw Your Gun Enter the bleakest place in the ugly sad and forgotten sewers of the old west. A 
ghost-town where the scent of anything good seems to be long gone.   
Fears The most terrifying fears creep into a little girl in her room when the lights turn off, just before 
she goes to sleep.  

 It's A Living Thing Aaron and his Girlfriend go to his best friend Jason's house party and are 
greeted with unusual hostility.  

 



4:45 PM  Lili  Lili (Lisa Smit – Netflix’s Ares) knows she has to nail this audition. The Man (Derek de 
Lint – Soldier of Orange/The Unbearable Lightness of Being) she auditions for, knows this too. Thus 
starts an uncomfortable cat and mouse game. 
Artik A comic book obsessed serial killer's sinister plan to train his son to be his replacement is 
interrupted when the young boy lures a well-meaning stranger, Holton, back to their secluded farm 
threatening to expose their families terrifying secret. 
 

EVENING SESSION 
6:30 PM Sonata An experimental look into the feeling of playing the explosive 3rd movement of Beethoven's 

Moonlight Sonata. 
 Last Breath 
  Michael! A woman longing for her missing husband is brought face to face with the reason why. 
  Death's Gambit  MSUM film program!  
7:00 PM Down 2 Clown  MSUM film program! 
  All In  MSUM Film program! 
  After the Rain  After every big storm, a child has mysteriously gone missing.  It's raining again... 
 
7:30 PM  Pinki   *ROGER & JULIE CORMAN AWARD FOR INTREPID FILMMAKING!  

In a back street, a scrap monster makes a sudden lunge at a man. A pink-haired girl helps him, and their 
future is down to whether he remembers her or not. 
** Your last day on earth A Fox-dressed man breaks the spacetime limits with only one goal: to 
spend some time with his wife. But bellow this recreational act there’s a far more complex and 
ambitious plan 
Last Tree Standing *HONORABLE MENTION BEST FILM!  
In a bleak world of dystopia, Last Tree Standing tells the tale of a young girl named Lexie, who befriends 
a peculiar being - half- man, half-tree.      

 Pizza Time *BEST COMEDY  
A legendary pizza delivery driver goes to the right place at the wrong time when he stumbles into the 
scene of a hitman's contract killing. 

 
8:50 pm  ** Atomic Ed *BEST HORROR  

Ed, an introverted and passionate DIY man, is, despite himself, the favorite victim of Mark, the 
neighborhood motorcycle gang leader… 
** Noctámbulos (Night Owls) In the middle of the night, a group of teenagers practice skateboarding 
without noticing that somebody is watching them from the shadows.  
Bad Situation Annie is drowning her sorrows in a dive bar when she is suddenly ambushed by a man 
armed with a time-freezing gun…  
Isabelle  A young couple's dream of starting a family shatters as they descend into the depths of 
paranoia and must struggle to survive an evil presence that wants nothing more than their very own 
lives. 

OUR AWARD-WINNING FILMS! 
 Roger & Julie Corman Award for Intrepid Filmmaking: Pinki 
 Honorable Mention: Last Tree Standing 
 Best Sci-Fi: 2050 
 Best Horror: Atomic Ed 
 Best Fantasy: Songbird 
 Best Action: Chinatown – The Three Shelters 
 Best Comedy: Pizza Time 

 

See at THE FARGO FANTASTIC FILM FESTIVAL 18 – SEPT. 24-26, 2020! 



 

 

 


